Withholding or starting antibiotic treatment in patients with dementia and pneumonia: prediction of mortality with physicians' judgment of illness severity and with specific prognostic models.
To help decision makers plan treatment, the authors assessed clinical predictors of mortality from nursing home-acquired pneumonia in patients with dementia. Pneumonia patients treated without (n = 165) or with antibiotics (n = 541) were enrolled in a prospective cohort study in 61 nursing homes. In both groups, clinical judgment of illness severity was a strong predictor for 1-week mortality. Despite large differences in frailty and mortality (83% in untreated patients and 15% in treated patients), separate multivariable logistic models included similar specific predictors. Despite profound differences between the 2 independent groups, predictors for short-term mortality were largely similar. We found that, when combined with physicians' clinical judgment, 3 readily assessed predictors (respiratory rate, fluid intake, and eating dependency) helped predict mortality. Our results, if confirmed in an independent population, can help make decision making about antibiotic treatment of pneumonia in patients with dementia more evidence-based.